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Design synopsis: 
I chose to find inspiration from First person shooters (FPS) as well as skill tree focused role-playing 

games (RPG). Most of the games I have grown up playing fall into these genre’s and I hold them 

close to my heart, I enjoy the fast pace and quick reactions needed in an FPS and the strategy and 

feeling of power that comes from upgrading your player character in RPG’s. The game I have 

produced is an amalgamation of the two, a procedurally generated wave-based arena shooter that 

lets the player choose a starting class, gradually unlock new skills and passive bonuses as the 

enemy’s diversity and difficulty increase.  

One of the major programming challenges in this project is the skill tree system, it had to be flexible 

so if a designer asked for more skills they could be added to the tree without much re-factoring as 

well as be universal. This means that one script should be able to cover all the skill tree buttons 

functionality. This universal and flexible nature is also required of the two player classes in the game, 

which as well as it being relatively easy to add extra classes, they must feel and play uniquely from 

each other. I will achieve this by creating I universal base class which will work in conjunction with 

the skill tree manager to enable the use of abilities, which while each class’s will be unique, will be 

assigned to the same inputs. Another programming challenge faced was the steadily increasing 

difficulty of the waves, it must feel like the player is progressing onto more challenging content, so 

they don’t get bored, while also ensuring they feel powerful. This tight rope can be solved through a 

lot of testing combined with easily editable variables. 

Installation instructions 
If playing from the build, after opening the .exe file, please ensure the graphics are set to ultra. If 

playing within the Unity IDE please ensure that all the prefabs in the “PC Abilities” folder within the 

“PC” folder of the “Prefabs” folder have their layer set to the ninth layer, the “NPC_Object” layer. I 

am not using any tags so they should not be an issue, the main scene is titled “Level_1”. 

Buildable unity project 
I have also emailed a link to the project on one drive. 

URL: https://tinyurl.com/y3ens9x4 

Instructions for playing 
• The game begins in the character select screen, hit next under the character you wish to 

choose.  

• Next the player sees the skill tree, they can hover over the skills to inform their decision of 

which to choose, the player starts with 0 skill points indicated at the top left of the screen, at 

the top right is the cheat button which adds skill points. 

• Press “P” to exit the skill tree, enemies will spawn at the edge of the arena, kill every enemy 

to progress onto the next wave, once very enemy is killed and after a short delay the skill 

tree will appear, and the player can spend a skill point, they receive one skill point per 

round.  

• You may only buy skills with the “+” icon shown at the bottom of the skill icon, each skill cost 

one skill point, click the “+” icon to buy a skill. 

• At any point the player can press “P” to pause the game and bring up the skill tree. 

• Try both classes and a variety of ability combos to see how far you can get! 

https://tinyurl.com/y3ens9x4


Workshop references 
 

Inheritance has been used throughout the 
project as it streamlines code and allows for 
more efficient scripts. I have used it to create a 
base class for the NPC’s which handles their 
health/taking damage, movement, item drops, 
status effects. As well as for the two player 
classes which handles the two abilities shared 
abilities, health/taking damage, all the UI player 
feedback and the references to the various 
ability game objects and stored shared 
variables. By creating a universal base class 
have allowed for the addition of new player 
types and NPC’s without causing to much strain 
on the developer. 

 
I decided to use Unity Analytics in this project 
to find the optimal balance of player damage 
and NPC strength. I set up an event which 
records the number of waves completed, I used 
a custom event for this as the standard event 
which records level progression only records 
scene changes. If I feel players are not getting 
far enough I can update the players and the 
NPC’s stats using the remote setting I have 
made to affect both of their health/damage 
and the amount of NPC’s which spawn. 

 
 

Design outline 
The key classes found in the core gameplay are: the game manager, the NPC spawn system, the 

player base class, the two player child classes, the player movement class, the NPC base class, the 

NPC attack box class and the skill tree button controller. 

For the entirety of this design outline I will only refer to one of the two player child classes, as they 

work very similarly and one of the NPC child classes. I have also missed out the player movement 

class as I feel it isn’t interacted with as much as the others. 



• The spawn system begins by spawning the NPC’s, up to a set amount. 

• The player child class interacts with the NPC base class by triggering its decrement health 

function through a ray cast. 

• The NPC base class interacts with the NPC spawn system by incrementing its all dead 

counter, when all NPC’s are dead the next wave can begin. 

• The NPC base class interacts with the NPC attack box class by spawning it. 

• The NPC attack box class interacts with the player base class by triggering its decrement 

health function. 

• The player base class interacts with the game manager by triggering its load level function 

on death. 

•  The NPC spawn system interacts with the game manager class by increasing its skill point 

variable, and by telling it the current wave to be recorded by Unity Analytics. 

• All the classes apart from the button controller and player child classes interact with the 

game manager through its global difficulty modifier, the modifier affects certain variables by 

multiplying them. 

• The game manager activates the skill tree in the canvas and stores the skill points to be 

decremented by it. 

• The skill tree controller activates certain abilities and power-ups in the player base class and 

the player child class by triggering a Boolean. 

Below is a UML diagram of the core classes in this project. 

 

Below shows the NPC spawning system. 



It sets the various variables needed from IDE editable variables and adjusts certain ones using the 

difficulty modifier on start. 

 

 

Update calls the NPC spawn system. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



An infinite Spawn system which; counts waves, spawns NPC’s, adds skill points and new NPC’s to the 

spawning pool. 

 

 

 



Below shows the NPC base class. 

The update counts the attack timer, calls the attack function, times the de-buff duration and moves 

the transform. 

 

 

Move the transform using Nav mesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This damage function is called by the various PC attacks which apply their own damage values to the 

parameter and decrements NPC health, each NPC handles their own health loss. By only calling this 

at one time by the attacks I can ensure a safe way to decrement health. 

 

 

Empty attack function to be used by child classes, a do lightning function which plays a lightning 

effect, called by the lightning class’s enhanced left click ability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below Shows one of the NPC child classes, this class uses a ray cast to stop the players movement. 

 

 

 

 

Below shows the PC base class 

Each child class sets its own variables and UI on start. 



 

The update calls all attacks, updates health UI (I could remove this and add it in start and only in the 

PC damage function to save of performance costs). Below is the right click ability function, it handles 

its own timer and spawns various attacks depending upon chosen player class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Q ability function handles its own timer and spawns various attacks depending upon chosen 

player class. Deal damage decrements player health depending upon the NPC attack which calls it. 



The co-routine is called by the deal damage function and shows a red flash, it utilizes a parameter 

and is public, so it can be called by various classes to show a number of status effects to the screen. 

 

 

Below shows the lightning PC child class, the specific class variables and game objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This shows the updated change damage script, it uses an Enum from the parent class to switch 

between damage types. It fires a ray cast. 

 

 

This shows the second damage type, updates lightning effect end position using the ray cast. 

 

 

 

 



 

If the damage type is special show a lightning class specific shot effect. 

 

 

Below shows various player abilities called or instantiated from the base and child classes. 

This is the chain finder class, it finds all NPC’s hit by its collider and deals damage to the second 

closest, when it is upgraded it spawns itself at the sound closest NPC’s position, to create a third 

“chain”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Using the NPC list updated in the on trigger function, this function sorts through the list and finds the 

second closest, deals damage to them using the NPC base class damage function and directs the 

lightning effect to it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Below shows the knockback class, the right click ability for the fire class, unlocked by the skill tree. 

The PC base class handles the cooldown for this so I am able to destroy this GO. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Below shows the fire field class spawned by the grenade class which is spawned by the fire class. It 

calls the NPC’s damage function when they stay within its collider. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below shows the AOE stun used by the Lightning class to stop NPC movement and increase their 

attack cooldowns to the stun duration. 

 

 



Below shows the game manager. 

 

This shows Richards get cloud settings function with I have re-factored with my own variables to be 

affected by the remote settings I created in Unity Analytics. Below is my count waves function it 

which I researched how to write through a google search, it updates a custom event letting me know 

how many waves players complete. I can use this information to create a smoother funnel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This shows the control UI function which either pauses or un-pauses the game depending on game 

state it is called in update by pressing “P” and in the NPC spawn system at the end of a wave, how I 

set the player gun base stats on start and how I restart the game. I felt that loading a new scene was 

the quickest and cleanest way, as it resets every variable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below shows the skill tree button controller, I use an Enum to control the buttons functionality, this 

way I can use the same class for every skill button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This shows a generic function called by every skill tree button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This shows the function called by the skill tree buttons in the IDE, it calls the previous function. 

Depending upon the selected Enum of the button in the IDE it effects player stats, activates or de-

activates abilities, chooses player type and effects UI and the player gun material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I used references to both the player types classes instead of just one reference to the base class as 

the one reference only updated the lightning class, this persisted after I added code in the GM which 

changed their position in the inspector depending on which one has been chosen (chosen one is put 

to the top, this shouldn’t affect it but it fixed another problem I had). 

 

 

Implementation outline 
I began by creating the core classes and attached them to simple Unity supplied 3D assets to test. 

After I had this in place I added variations of attacks for the player and began separating the core 

functions of the NPC to create its base class, so I could create a few variations of NPC. Next, I created 

a simple arena to test the gameplay in and made a rudimentary obstacle procedural generation 

system which spawned objects randomly within the bounds of the arena. This meant I had to update 

the nav mesh after the objects had spawned, so I installed Nav mesh components file which allowed 

me to create a nav mesh on any referenced surface at any time through code.  

After testing I started work on the major systems which would govern the core gameplay; the NPC 

spawning system, the skill tree system and the game manager. I would test each function of these 

scripts before starting the next until they were finished. I used the Unity supplied buttons and their 

text to differentiate between the buttons in the skill tree before eventually importing free to use 

sprites from google. I updated the procedural generation as it was too random, often objects would 

spawn inside each other or be too centralised. I created layouts which are chosen at random to give 

a more designed feel while keeping the re-playability. 



Finally, I downloaded free assets from the Unity asset store; for the different NPC models, the arena 

obstacles and player ability effects/gun models. I added animations to the NPC’s, made set pieces 

from the downloaded obstacles and adjusted the effects prefabs various scales and components to 

fit the project. I found a highlight button script from a google search which I re-factored slightly to 

play video when highlighted on a video material in the UI I created from a render texture [11]. I then 

went through the assets folder and removed all the individual prefabs, textures, sprites, skyboxes, 

materials and packages I was not using. 

Asset plan 
I sourced most of my assets from the Unity Asset store or from royalty free sites found through 

Google images. The NPC models, the arena obstacles, the players gun model, some ground textures, 

sky boxes, the fire, explosion and lightning effects were all found for free on the asset store. All the 

models/effects have been scaled to fit the build and have been implanted as children to their 

governing transform. The effects have been edited within their particle system components, to 

change their scale and or duration [2-10].  

Most of the 2D sprites, the skill tree images, were found on Google images, I scaled them and added 

them as child objects where needed. I also commissioned a colleague to create the character designs 

shown at the very start of the game, they were made in photoshop and scaled and applied to canvas 

images [1].  

Scene Hierarchy 
 

 

The lightning I use for the entire scene, this 
does not change. 
 
The PC prefab stores its movement script 
the two player type child classes and a 
capsule collider. 
 
 Within are; the main camera, the gun 
model, the lightning shot effect and the fire 
Aura ability. 
 
Within the gun are the gun lightning effects 
and fire effects. 



 

The game manager empty object holds the 
game manager class and the procedural 
generator class. 
 
It stores the different layouts used by the 
procedural generator, they store empty 
game objects used for their transforms 
when instantiating scene obstacles.  
 
 



 

This stores all the tree objects I have placed 
in the scene outside of the terrain. 
 
I placed some trees like manually instead of 
using terrain, so I could be more specific and 
give a more varied sky line. 

 

The canvas holds the damage and stun 
screen images the health and ability UI 
sliders and images, the current wave text 
and skill point text. 
 
Within the sliders are images referencing 
their corresponding ability, the health slider 
has no image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

This is an empty object used to store the 
character selection screen, skill trees, video 
player, the wave complete text and the on-
death text. 
The top object is a UI image. 
The next five are used to represent to the 
player the different player types on start. 
The borders hold simple images I coloured 
in Unity. 
The characters below store the highlight 
button script which is used to activate and 
de-activate their child objects, which are; 
various simple UI images and text to explain 
more about each player type. 
The stats text object stores text which is 
updated by the game manager and the PC 
base class. I have disabled it in this build, 
but it is there if I wish to show it at another 
time. 
Below that are the skill tree images, these 
hold the relative information for the 
activation of certain abilities and stat 
increases. They use the highlight button 
script to activate the video player, to give it 
a specific video they store and change its 
text. Within them are a raw image. 
Below that are the skill tree buttons these 
are lined up with the images and use the 
button controller class to unlock abilities 
and increase stats. Within them are text. 
Below is the fire class’s skill tree images and 
buttons. 
Next is the video player holder, which stores 
the video manager which uses the video 
player component and the render texture I 
created to play video, the text which is 
updated by the skill tree images and the text 
which prompts the player on how to close 
the skill tree and play. 
Finally, are the wave complete text, the on-
death text, the plane used to load the Nav 
mesh and the terrain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Use of Unity IDE 
I have kept most of my variables editable within the IDE for ease of updating by the developer. I 

have used the “Hide in Inspector” keyword to hide public variables which I do not wish to be edited 

and the “Header” keyword to guide developers when filling in certain variables. I have also 

implemented a range to the global difficulty modifier to give developers visual feedback of how 

much they are increasing the difficulty.  

 

 

 

I have used the Unity Analytics event tracker component to track the player type selection by my 

players. It is called by adding a second “onclick” function to my player type selection buttons. 

 

 

I added a “Nav Mesh Agent” to all the NPC’s in the inspector and added a “Nav Mesh Surface” to the 

arena plane, however I load the Nav mesh through code instead of within the IDE due to my level 

generation on “Awake”. 



 

I added a single video player component to a single game object to handle all the skill tree videos, 

the individual skill tree images store their own video to be played by the one video player when they 

are highlighted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I have the induvial player classes store their own editable colours for use in the UI.  

 

 

I have used the “Gizmos” tab to increase the size of the 3D icons in the scene view to make it easier 

to sort the locations of the empty objects I use as spawn points for the obstacles. 

 



Test plan 
Throughout development I have tested gameplay and code as I went, fixing bugs and making sure 

everything worked as intended. However, once all the core gameplay was included I recruited play 

testers to test for bugs, difficulty, and to make sure the two player classes felt individual and were 

fun.  

I will use multiple testing groups, so I can test changes the first iterations of suggestions. 

 Play Test Findings Implementation  

My findings  I found that the ray cast used 
to shoot the NPC’s would be 
blocked by the various ability 
colliders the player spawns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Found a bug which has only 
just started to occur, where 
the max NPC integer is not 
multiplied by the global 
difficulty modifier on start, this 
has worked in the past. This 
results in the integer being 0 
and the first wave ending 
instantly. 

The simplest way to solve this I 
know of is to change the 
collider layer of the abilities. 
To do this I acquired the help 
of my lecturer who explained 
how to change between layers 
using code in conjunction with 
bit masks, this way I can 
specify which layers the ray 
cast can ignore. 
I fixed this by moving the 
location where I set the global 
difficulty modifier from start to 
awake, as I thought it could be 
an ordering issue, however I 
am still unaware of why this 
bug occurred as it worked in 
the past. 
 
I have not added any sound to 
the project due to time 
restraints. I would use the 
audio source component on 
the PC and the NPC’s 
combined with references in 
their base classes which I 
would use to play audio stored 
in the inspector.  

Group 1 Asked for health pickups, and 
more variation between the 
different NPC’s speeds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One player was pushed inside 
of a certain arena obstacle by 
the melee NPC’s. 

I updated the pick-up script I 
created early which I used to 
give skill points to give health 
(I removed the give skill point 
functionality as I felt it was too 
random and would feel unfair 
at times), I also adjusted the 
different NPC’s speed to give 
more variation. 
After testing the obstacle I 
could not replicate the 
problem so I added a 
minimum distance to the 
NPC’s movement functionality, 



which stops their movement at 
a certain distance to the 
player. This also adds more 
variation to the NPC’s 
movement as it is adjustable in 
the inspector. However, this 
does not work in the NPC 
melee even though it calls 
from the same base class as 
the others, I have checked for 
over-written base class 
functions and there doesn’t 
seem to be any, unsolved due 
to time restraints. 

Group 2 Felt too easy, player increased 
in power much faster than 
NPC’s.  
 
 
 
 

After simply tweaking the 
global difficulty modifier 
slightly they found the play 
session to be more rewarding, 
I also decreased the drop rate 
of the health pickups. 

 

 

 

 

This shows how I set the global difficulty modifier using a range, and I how set the modifier after I 

make the game manager a singleton. 

 

Below shows how to differentiate between layer masks using code. 

 

This shows how I re-factored the pick-up class to give health, health to give Is an IDE editable 

variable. I could re-factor my take damage function within PC base to be more flexible by adding 



another parameter which increments the health, this would make it look less messy however I do 

not believe it to be a very important change. 

 

This shows how I re-factored the NPC base class to keep the NPC’s from moving too close to the PC. 

This shows how I decreased the drop rate of health pick-ups in the NPC base class, max drop int is 

editable in the IDE and uses a header to guide the developer. 

 

 

 

Gameplay screenshots 
 

 

This shows the title page. The two 
player types which when highlighted 
give an explanation into their 
playstyles. 
 
At the top right you can see the cheat 
button used to give players access to 
all the abilities easily. 
 
The next button at the bottom of 
each character to open the skill tree 
and begin playing. 



 

This is the skill tree window, on the 
left and right you can see the various 
abilities, which when highlighted play 
their individual video explaining what 
they do. 
In the future I would improve the 
video player UI and add a more 
complex background which would 
easily show the progression through 
the skill tree, as it is unclear now. 

 

Here shows a section of the main 
gameplay, you can see the random 
level generation, the current wave 
text at the top, the player health UI 
at the bottom middle, the player gun 
with relevant material colour and 
effects and the melee NPC in the 
centre. 
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